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Abstract: The huge growth in the Internet and the emerging of the new web technologies and the trend toward come with a new challenges, new applications and new concepts of database such as NoSQL databases which is recently becomes a very popular as alternative to the relational databases mostly in dealing with large data which is one of the most common features of web today, in the provision of high availability and scalability to the distributed systems which need fast access time and also can’t tolerate any down time during failures and have been used heavily by the big organizations and web companies as Digital forensics data is much complex and heterogeneous in that it can be structured, unstructured and semi-structured data. Relational database management systems (RDBMS) typically expose a query interface based on SQL (Structured Query Language). The RDBMS are mainly for management of structured data and hard to scale out to the ever growing size of data sets. This paper reviews the features of NoSQL database technologies as an alternative to RDBMS for management of Big Data. It evaluates and performance of a RDBMS in comparison with two NoSQL database systems. Addressing the concepts of NoSQL, the movement, motivations and needs behind it, and reviews the types of NoSQL databases and the issues concerning to these databases mainly areas of application and the security issues compared with traditional relational databases.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years have witnessed an exponential growth in the volume of data on digital forensics leading to big data issues [1]. The dimensions of digital evidence supports have grown exponentially due to the factors that the price drop of hard drives, an ever increasing size of computer storage, a widespread use of mobile devices, and the ubiquity of network connections. In [2], Big Data is defined as a term that encompasses the use of techniques to capture, process, analyze and visualize potentially large datasets in a reasonable timeframe not accessible to standard IT technologies. Basically Big Data is characterized with three techniques:

- Volume, the sheer amount of data generated[7],
- Velocity, the rate the data is being generated,[10] and
- Variety, the heterogeneity of data sources [14].

Big Data also poses challenges to data management. Traditional relational database management systems (RDBMS) such as MySQL are mainly employed for management of structured data. They typically expose a query interface based on SQL (structured query language). Postrelational database systems which are coined as NoSQL (Not Only SQL) [4] have emerged for management of semistructured and unstructured data. NoSQL database systems mainly have the following advantages over traditional RDBMS:

- Scale-out onto economical commodity servers. When the data size grows, instead of installing expensive large database servers, the horizontal scalability of NoSQL database systems proves cost effective by making use of clustered inexpensive commodity servers.
- Handling big data, including the ability to replicate and to distribute data over many commodity servers.
- Dealing with faults in server failures.
- Support of flexible data models. In focus with the structured data requirements of RDBMS, NoSQL databases virtually support any data structure.

Redis forensics is of great importance in many aspects.

First, Redis is widely used in many companies to store large amount of data and would thus be a primary target in a forensic investigation. Second, some data in Redis might be mistakenly removed by database users. Third, Redis is a potential target of database intrusions that involves stealing or tampering the database data. The data recovered in Redis could be used to prove a database security breach and determine the scope of a database intrusion. The study on R.F could help the study on some other NoSQL databases with similar key-value storage mechanism like Riak and Cassandra. The study on Redis forensics also provides insight into the forensic techniques for some other memory databases. We could analyze the disk backup file instead of the memory to extract the database data. This paper reviews two techniques to facilitate scalability in data management. MongoDB and Riak evaluate their performance in data management in comparison with MySQL which is a traditional RDBMS.

2. Related Work

Many papers that issued the relationship between Relational and NoSQL databases were given an overview of NoSQL database its types and characteristics, they were so enthusiastic about NoSQL and how it declined the dominance of SQL like in [10] also in [12] the discussion about the
structured and non-structured database also explained paper how the use of NoSQL databases like Cassandra improved the performance of the system, in addition it can scale the network without changing any hardware. The result is improving the network scalability with low-cost commodity hardware.

In [7] which a survey paper issue relational databases, there features and shortcomings also NoSQL and its features, however there shortcoming and Issues with NoSQL databases has been mentioned in [13] as serious concerns and doubts about it like it’s complexity, consistency, its limited Eco structures, and most of the developer is unfamiliar with the technology.

In [14] the authors give statement that the demand for relational database will not go away anytime soon and it will exclusively serve in line of application that support business operations however NoSQL databases will serve the large, public and content centric applications. In addition in [2] there where analysis for the security issues with NoSQL databases considered in Cassandra and MongoDB as example.

Also in demand of Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., network, storage, servers, applications, and various services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [19].

It denotes a model in which a computing infrastructure is viewed as a “cloud”, from which businesses and individuals can access applications on demand from anywhere in the world [21]. Essential characteristics of the cloud-computing model, according to the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), include [19]:

- On-demand self-service, enabling a user to access cloud provider services without human interaction;
- Broad network access that enables heterogeneous thick and thin client applications to access the services;
- Pooling of service provider computing resources to serve multiple consumers;
- Automatic, rapid, and elastic provisioning of resources, Measured service.

Overall, a cloud computing model aims to provide benefits in terms of lesser up-front investment in infrastructure during deployment, lower operating costs, higher scalability, ease of access through the Web, and reduced business risks and maintenance expenses [20].

Pokorný [17] have also reviewed NoSQL data stores. They portrayed a number of NoSQL data stores, describing their data models and their main underlying principles and features. However, in contrast to this work, they did not perform direct feature comparison among data stores.

Sadalage and Fowler [18] described the principles on which NoSQL stores are based and why they may be superior to traditional databases. They introduced several solutions, but they did not compare features as is done in this work.

3. Data Replication and Sharding

Data replication and sharding are two techniques that can be used to enforce scalability.

3.1 Replication

With replication, the same portion of data is replicated to one or more data nodes. The redundancy of data in a computer cluster helps to achieve availability, scalability and to improve the performance of a system. NoSQL databases normally follow either master-slave architecture or a peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture. The master-slave architecture is composed of one master (also called primary) data node and a number of slave (also called secondary) nodes. All write operations are only served by the master node and read operations can be served by both the master and the slaves. Asynchronous replication on the other side provides lower latencies because data is replicated later on. But asynchronous replication could lead to inconsistent reads.

**Figure 1:** The master-slave architecture for data replication.

An alternative architecture is the P2P model as shown in Fig 2. With this architecture, all nodes play an equal role and can serve read and write requests.

**Figure 2:** The peer-to-peer architecture for data replication.

In contrast to the master-slave architecture, the P2P architecture can improve the write performance by adding more nodes to the system. Also, the P2P architecture does not have a single point of failure and a bottleneck in data management.
3.2 Data Sharding

Sharding is a technique of distributing different pieces of data onto a number of data nodes which are in this case called shards. Each data shard is independently from others which is often referred to as shared-nothing architecture as shown in Fig.3

![Shared nothing data shards.](image)

Figure 3: Shared nothing data shards.

A point out that data sharding provides a way of scaling out write and read operations also mentioned that the arrangement of data is important. Data should be placed close to the point where it is being accessed to improve performance. Obviously, sharding has some benefits but it can potentially cause some problems on data resilience. Once a shard fails the data on this shard is lost.

4. Consistency

4.1 The CAP theorem

In order to store and process massive datasets, a common employed strategy is to partition the data and store the partitions across different server nodes. Additionally, these partitions also be replicated in multiple servers that why the data is still available even in case of servers’ failures. Many modern data stores, such as Cassandra and BigTable, use these and others strategies to implement high-available and scalable solutions that can be leveraged in cloud environments. Nevertheless, these solutions and others replicated networked data stores have an important restriction, which was formalized by the CAP theorem; only two of three CAP properties (consistency, availability, and partition tolerance) can be satisfied by networked shared-data systems at the same time.

4.2 Quorums

Quorums is a technique that some P2P NoSQL databases use to implement the level of consistency in a replicated database. The first algorithms in this field were proposed by them. The basic question with quorums is how many nodes need to be contacted to get a read or write quorum, the three values N (number of replicas), W (number of nodes that must acknowledge a successful write), and R (number of nodes that must acknowledge a successful read) need to be considered. To achieve strong consistency, the rule is defined using Eqs.(1) and (2)

\[ W + R > N \]  
\[ W > N/2 \]

5. Relational Vs NoSql Databases

A. Transaction reliability:
Relational databases guarantee very high transaction reliability because they fully support ACID unlike the NoSQL databases because they range from BASE to ACID.

B. Data Model:
Relational databases based on the concepts of sets in mathematics, all the data represented as mathematical n-ary relations. The data inside the database represented as tuples and grouped into relations. This data model is very specific and well organized. NoSQL databases take many modeling techniques like key value stores, graph, and document data model. NoSQL is classification took its name of types from their data model but sometimes we find NoSQL database system using two or more of the data models to represents the data.

C. Scalability:
Scalability in relational databases is greatest challenge that faces it; because it depends on the vertical scalability (by adding more hardware resources like RAM, CPU, etc...) however vertical scalability dependence on improving hardware is very costive and actually impractical for the reason of hardware limitation.

D. Cloud:
The cloud databases are not ACID compliant and it provide improved availability, scalability, performance and flexibility also it deals with unstructured, semi-structured data or structured data.

The relational databases are not well suited for cloud environments because they do not support full content data search and are hard to scale them beyond a limit.

E. Big data handling:
Big data handling is very big issue in relational databases and the solution was and will always be the scalability and data distribution which take two forms vertical or horizontal in which data must be portioned into multiple servers which raise an issue of complexity in the joining for these data and the performance related to this operations. NoSQL databases designed to handle the big data so they implemented methods to improve the performance of storing and retrieving data.

F. Data warehouse:
Relational databases used for data warehousing which - as known - resulting of gathering data from many sources and over time the size of stored data increases and this lead to big data problem which raises other problem like performance degradation.

G. Complexity:
Complexity in relational databases rises because the user must convert data into tables and when the data does not fit into those tables the structure of the database could be quit complex, difficult, and slow working with, unlike the NoSQL databases which have the capabilities to store unstructured, semi-structured or structured data.
6. Conclusion

In this paper we reviewed the concepts of NoSQL databases different in many aspects from traditional databases like structured schema, transaction methodology, complexity, crash recovery and dealing with storing big data.

Also this paper reviewed NoSQL database technologies which can be used for management of Big Data. It introduced MongoDB and Riak as two representatives NoSQL databases and evaluated their performance in read and update operations. The testing results showed that Riak performs better than MongoDB in dealing with large datasets, but MongoDB outperforms Riak on reasonably small datasets due to its in memory processing.
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